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As is known to all that the new couple should send their wedding invitations to the guests they want
to invite before their wedding ceremony in order to make sure the guests would vacate their
schedule to attend the nuptial and make the new couple know who will attend their big day so that
they would make everything well-prepared. But do you know the real ology of sending wedding
invitations? Do you how to be up to the etiquette in inviting issues. Today let me show you the
etiquette in sending invitations.

Before you send your wedding invitations, please make a list of the guests you want to invite.
Please make sure that everyone you want to invite is informed in advance so that the guest will
know you have him or her in heart and would be very glad to send you their best wishes. Otherwise
it would seems that you are insolent and giddy-brained.

Then the date when you send your wedding invitations had better be early. According to the
tradition, most brides and grooms send their wedding invitations 6 months before their ceremony
date. Make sure you print the exact wedding date on your wedding cards so that they would save
the date .If itâ€™s convenient, you had better print your telephone number on the wedding cards so that
they would ask you for anything in detail if they meet any inexplicability.

Then other information associated with wedding should be attached to the wedding cards such as
the apparel requirement and so on. You should mention something about the wedding theme and
the place where you held your ceremony. With all those information informed, the guests would
understand the occasion and how to prepare for the occasion.

Something are improper to mention in the wedding invitations. For example , you had better not
mention about gifts in the wedding cards even though you want to get presents from others and
even some others did so. If you ask your guests for presents immediately ,they would think you are
rude and indelicate. Whether the guests should take children to the place should not be mentioned
in the wedding invites too. In general, the adults wouldnâ€™t take their children to the adult social
activity occasion. But if you want to make sure that no child will attend the ceremony, you could
telephone call to the guests to announce that.

The importance of invitation wording are self-evident. Gorgeous wedding cards with decent
invitation wording would no doubt make your ceremony colorful and unforgettable. It may not be
difficult for you to write the wording, because there are diversified templates available on the
website. Choose the one you like. Different styles of wording reflect different character of hosts. If
you are interested in literature inditing, you could also make full use of your innovation to write your
unique invitation wording.

Pay attention to all the things above will ensure you a proper wedding invitation.
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An editor from Invitesweddings.co.uk who is willing to provide professional advice on a wedding
cards, a wedding place cards and a vintage wedding invitations
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